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E/CH.14/CAS

THE USE OF AFRICAN BUDGET DATA IN PRICE INDICES.

Introduction.

1. The subject matter of this paper relates almost entirely to the experience

of the Central Statistical Office in undertaking family budget studies among urban

African populations in Southern and Northern Rhodesia during the past four years,.

It is concerned too with problems which arose in attempting to calculate consumer

prices index numbers based on the consumption patterns revealed by those surveys.

% It is not intended to describe in detail the methods by which the surveys

were carried out or to draw attention to the results of any particular survey.

This information is all contained in the reports of the various surveys themselves and

in the "Technical Notes on the Salisbury African Budget Surveys of 1957/58". A list

of the relevant reports is shown at the end of this paper.

The Nature and Purpose of Retail Price Indices.

3* The purpose of a retail price index number is to measure the changes over

time in the price of a given standard of living. The standard of living used as

the base is usually expressed in terms of average household expenditure over a

period such as a month or week.

4- It is important that the section of the population covered by the expenditure

survey should be clearly defined. Thus, for example, the current African consumer

prices index number for Northern Rhodesia is based on the average monthly faaily

expenditure of unrationed urban African fanilies as revealed by family expenditure

surveys carried out in the ei^it main towns of Northern Rhodesia from April to

August, I960. This index number does not claim to measure the effect of price

changes on rural families or urban fanilies who receive rations in kind or single

men whether rationed or unrationed, though undoubtedly in the absence of any other

indication the index number for unrationed urban families will be applied to other

sections of the community,

5. Once the standard of living or standard budget has been defined, then the

index number is calculated as the weighted average of relative price changes, the

weight for each item in the standard budget being the ratio of expenditure on that

item to total expenditure. The weights are usually expressed in percentage form so

that they add up to 100. For example, the following table shows the composition

of the standard budget and the weights of the main items of expenditure for the

Northern Rhodesia urban African index number mentioned above.
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AVERAGE MONTHLY EXPENDITURE Off BNRATIONED URBAN AFRICAN FAMILIES

EARNING BETWEEN 1.6.15.6a AND I,14.6.6d, P.M«. NORTICTN RHODESIA t

MAY - AUGUST, 196P

Foodstuffat

Mealie meal

Meat

Dried fish

Fresh fish

Bread

Sugar

Cooking oil

Vegetables

Other

Drink and tobacco

Fuel and ligvt

Household stores

Clothing and footwear

Vehicles and transport

Miscellaneous

1.

1.

1.

9,

s. d.

15. 1

2. 2

15. 11

7- 5.

.4. '3

3. U

S 6

10. 0

9. 2

15. 6

7. io

12. 8

12. 10

3. 6

5. 1

10. 10

Percentage of Total

Expenditure

18.4

11.6

8.3

4.0

2,2

2.1

2.9

5.2

4.7

8,2

4.1

6,6

17.2

1.8

2,7

100.0

6W It should be noted that rent has been excluded from average expenditure.

This exclusion was necessary to bring the expenditure of all families in the

survey on to a uniform basis, since in many cases rent was paid directly to the

municipalities by.employers whereas in other cases employees received a rent

allowance in cash. It should be further noted that the standard budget was

restricted to the average expenditure of families earning between £6, 15* 6d.

and £14- 6# 6d. per month (excluding rent allowance)* These figures were the

first and fourth quintiles for the distribution of family incomes revealed by the

surveys. The standard budget is therefore the average expenditure of those families

in the.inter quintile range or in other words 6C$ of all fanilies covered "by the

survey.
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7. In cases where surveys are carried out in one particular town the standard

"budget and consequent retail price index refer to that town and it does not follow

that the index number will reflect price changes for the whole of the country,

Vhere surveys have been carried out in different towns over different periods the

separate index numbers calculated for each town (provided they refer to the same

base date) can be combined into an overall index number using relative population

totals as simple wei^its for the towns,

8. This was the procedure adopted in Southern Rhodesia where separate index

numbers for African families are calculated for -

(a) Salisbury;

(b) Bulawayoj

(0) t&ntali and Gwelo combined.

This method was necessary in view of the fact that the surveys on which the index

numbers are based were carried out at different times,

9. In Northern Rhodesia the position was different since surveys were carried

out in the eight towns simultaneously. It was possible to combine the budgets

obtained and to calculate from them one standard budget for the territory as a

whole, This course was also considered advisable in view of the fact that samples

for individual towns were too small to justify the calculation of separate town

Conments on Me-foods used in Rhodesia.

10. Having explained generally how the weighting structure of the retail

price index numbers was calculated from budget survey data in Southern and

Northern Rhodesia, it is as well to examine the shortcomings of such an approach.

11. If budget surveys are to provide wei^iting structures for retail price

index numbers, then the surveys themselves must be carried out in accordance with a

reliable sampling design that avoids 'built in1.biases and ensures that all sections

of the population to be covered are represented. The method adopted in Southern

and Northern Rhodesia was that of systematic sanpling from housing lists with a

constant ■sampling fraction througiout. The precaution was taken of specifying second

and third choices in cases where the original household proved unco-operative. Even

so a large number of alternative households, other than 1st, 2nd or 3rd choices, v/ere

included in the survey, some of which were selected (by the less experienced field

v/orkera admittedly) on a more subjective basis than that outlined above.
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12. One of the difficulties encountered in carrying out a sample surrey

among relatively uneducated people is the fact that they find it hard to

understand how a sample survey can be as effective as a full census* Hon

response was, as often as not, due to misunderstanding rather than to opposition.

It is important to select field workers who not only understand the nature and

purpose of the survey but who can communicate their understanding to those

households whose response is required.

!?• Hot only should the survey include all relevant sections of the

population but it should also ideally take account of the seasonal variation,

if any, in their average patterns of expenditure month by month or week by week

over a twelve month period. Moreover, provision should be made for the collection

of adequate information regarding expenditure on such items as clothing and

durable household goods which are bou^it at infrequent intervals. A survey

covering one month only can often give misleading information regarding the

purchases of specific items under these headings and it is advisable to collect

information of such expenditure over a relatively longer period than is necessary

for goods which are more quickly consumed. However, financial considerations

often limit the extent of expenditure surveys to isolated months or at best to

one month in every quarter of the year. An ideal arrangement would be a continuous

survey similar to that undertaken now in the United Kingdom*

14* To summarise so far, a family budget survey can be used to calculate

the weights for a retail prices index number but ideally, the survey should be

carried out among a properly selected sample of fanilies over a sufficiently

long period of time to obtain full information on seasonal variations in the

patterns of ea^enditure and to enable adequate information to be obtained

regarding expenditure on clothing and household goods,

15« *t is probable that the standard budget calculated for Southern and

Northern Rhodesia do not take full account of seasonal variations since every

quarter of the year was not covered* It should be mentioned that in Salisbury

and Bulawayo, where it was possible to carry out three separate surveys in the

course of a twelve month period, little seasonal variation in expenditure was

apparent. It cannot be deduced from this however, that seasonal variation does

not exist, for the Christmas period, when expenditure would probably be heavy,

was deliberately avoided in all surveys. A more detailed study is this aspect

of family expenditure is needed.
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16. Information regarding expenditure on clothing and durable household
goods was collected only in respect of the actual survey months. This method

xs open to the objection that exceptional expenditure by even one family distorts

the expenditure patterns, unless the sample is a large one. An alternative

method is to ask families to recall expenditure on such items during the past

year or six months. This method has worked satisfactorily among some communities

tat xt is doubtful whether it would be effective in one with a low standard of

education or where there was an imperfect understanding of the passage of time.

It xs probably safer, but more expensive, to have a longer survey period for such
xtems of expenditure.

17. The standard budgets calculated for Southern and Northern Rhodesia
understate beer consumption which is known more accurately from records of

sales in municipal beer halls. The reason for this understatement is undoubtedly
the fact that the surveys failed to account for all the expenditure incurred by

husbands away from home, and that husbands may not have wished to reveal the full
extent of their private beer consumption (a tendency common in expenditure surveys
throughout the world). Every effort should be made in expenditure surveys to

cover the full expenditure of both husband and wife and not merely the housekeeping
expenses, ^^j-^6

18- Furthermore, if a survey is being undertaken specifically for the purpose
of calculating weights for use in a retail prices index number, then field workers
should be encouraged to obtain an accurate description of each item purchased

wxll enable a detailed analysis of expenditure to be made and thus giveade and thus give

^ guidance as to which prices should be collected re^arly for inclusion in
the xndex number calculations.

Problems Concerning Collection nf Pr-i ■,».,,

19. The determination of the weighting structure for a retail prices index
number xs only the start of the struggle that its maintenance can prove to be.

It is desxrable, but not always practicable for the base date of the retail prices
xndes number to *. made to coincide with the mean date of the expenditure surveys
on whxch xt is based. If possible the collection of prices should be carried

out at the same time as the survey and it is better that this be an independent
eserexse. Expenditure surveys rarely provide adequate information on retail prices

axnce, in such aurveys, the emphasis is on expenditure rather than on consumption.
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Consumption can be calculated on the basis of expenditure once prices are known.

20* The surveys carried out in Southern and Northern Rhodesia obtained

information on where African fanilies purchased their requirements. Distinction

was made between European owned shops, African owned shops, Asian owned shops,

hawkers and other persons. This gave an indication of where price collection

should be undertaken. Generally peaking, European stores sell at fixed prices

but in a number of Asian stores lower prices than those advertised can be obtained

by haggling. Particularly is this the case for clothing and durable household

goods*. In African stores conditions are likely to be similar to those in Indian

stores.

21. With regard to purchases of food from African and Asian stores and from

hawkers there was a marked tendency for African families to make purchases,

not by the weight, but for a fixed quantity of money. Thus, whereas a European

store.sells sugar by the lb. wei^it - an African or Asian store sells sugar in 6d.

or l/* packets.

22, It was necessary to determine prices for the base period by weighing

trial purchases of the important items of food such as mealie meal, meat, fish,

cooking oil and vegetables. Considerable variations were observed in the weigit

of a commodity that could be obtained for a fixed amount of money. This poses a

serious problem when obtaining prices in this manner for the purpose of calculating

retail price index numbers. The average weight of a commodity obtained for a fixed

sum of money may vary from one month to another, but this may be due to sanpling

error and not to any change in price. Since the number of purchases of any one

commodity that can be made is determined largely by financial considerations, it

is not always possible to increase the number of purchases made if quantities appear

to vary considerably. Much more research needs to be done on the subject of price

determination in African markets and it is hoped that time may be found for this by

the Central Statistical Offioe in future.

23. A further complication which arises in collecting suitable prioes for

inclusion in the index number calculations is the fact that Africans purchase

a large proportion of their clothing and household goods at second hand. It is

not possible to obtain comparable prices of second hand goods over a period of

time. Reliance has to be placed therefore on the collection of prioes of new

articles from stores where haggling does not affeot prices.
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24. At the moment, African retail price index numbers are based on an

assortment of prices, some of which are obtained from European owned stores,

and others from special pricing exercises carried out in the African townships.

This is in accordance with the principle of obtaining information on prices

at the places where purchases are made but consideration should be given to

obtaining information from other sources such as wholesale agents and even

manufacturers. It may well be that this would prove a more reliable method

of measuring changes in prices of clothing and durable household goods than

that employed at present.

25. Finally it cannot be over emphasised that if retail price index

numbers prove unreliable it is usually because of faults in the price collecting

organization rather than errors in the weighting structure of the index number.

Particularly is this so in the case of African index numbers in which a few

staple items of foodstuff carry very heavy wei^rfcs. If the price changes of

such items are correctly recorded then the reliability of the index number is

assured. In index number calculations at any rate you must mind your p's more

than your q's,

Central Statistical Office.
SALISBURY.

17th November, 196l#




